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QUANEX CASE STUDIES
TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE PROJECT

THE CLIENT
University of Northern British Columbia

THE PROJECT
Constructed 1992-2002
Eleven Buildings: 560,000 sq.ft.

CONSTRUCTION
Windows: Ferguson Corporation - Calgary, Alberta
Frames: high-performance curtain wall
IG: AFGD Edmonton
dual pane 6mm exterior lite
HS green tint sputtered Low-e coating
6mm clear float interior lite plus argon gas
½" poly-sulphide-backed Super Spacer®

ARCHITECTS
Russell Chernoff, Coordinating Architect
Chernoff Thompson Architects, Vancouver
Trubka Lubor Associates, Vancouver
Carlberg Jackson Partners Architects, Vancouver
Hemingway Nelson Architects, Vancouver
Hotson Bakker Architects, Vancouver
IBI Group, Vancouver
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